THE   BEGINNINGS   OF   THE   MIDDLE   AGES
All might still have been well if the king could have retained
his vassals. But at the close of the pth century, apart from those
of his own domain, they had become subject to the suzerainty of
the counts. For as the royal power declined, from the time of the
civil wars which marked the end of the reign of Louis the Pious,
the counts became more and more independent. The only relation
which existed between them and the king was that of the vassal
to his suzerain. They collected the regalia for the king; and some-
times they "combined several counties into one.1 The monarchy
lost its administrative character, becoming transformed into a bloc
of independent principalities, attached to the king by a bond of
vassalage which he could no longer force his vassals to respect.
The kings allowed the royal power to slip through their fingers.
And it was inevitable that it should be so. We must not be
misled by the prestige of Charlemagne.' He was still able to rule
the State by virtue of his military power, his wealth, which was
derived from booty, and his de facto pre-eminence in the Church.
These things enabled him to reign without systematic finances,
and to exact obedience from functionaries who, being one and all
great landowners, could very well have existed in independence.
But what is the value of an administration which is no longer
salaried? How can it be prevented from administering the country,
if it chooses, for its own benefit, and not for the king's \ Of what
real use were such inspectors as the missi? Charles undoubtedly
intended to administer the kingdom, but was unable to do so.
When we read the capitularies, we are struck by the difference
between what they decreed and what was actually effected. Charles
decreed that everyone should send his sons to school; that there
should be only one mint; that usurious prices should be abolished
in time of famine. He established maximum prices. Bat it was
impossible to realize all these things, because to do so would have
presupposed the obedience—which could not be assured—of the
grandiy who were conscious of their independence, or of the bishops,
1 In this connection the history of the formation of the country of Flanders
is highly characteristic.
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